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A Comparative Evaluation of Spatial Targeting Behaviour Patterns
for Finger and Stylus Tapping on Mobile Touchscreen Devices
DANIEL BUSCHEK, JULIA KINSHOFER, and FLORIAN ALT, LMU Munich, Germany
Models of 2D targeting error patterns have been applied as a valuable computational tool for analysing finger touch behaviour
on mobile devices, improving touch accuracy and inferring context. However, their use in stylus input is yet unexplored.
This paper presents the first empirical study and analyses of such models for tapping with a stylus. In a user study (N = 28),
we collected targeting data on a smartphone, both for stationary use (sitting) and walking. We compare targeting patterns
between index finger input and three stylus variations – two stylus widths and nib types as well as the addition of a hover
cursor. Our analyses reveal that stylus targeting patterns are user-specific, and that offset models improve stylus tapping
accuracy, but less so than for finger touch. Input method has a stronger influence on targeting patterns than mobility, and
stylus width is more influential than the hover cursor. Stylus models improve finger accuracy as well, but not vice versa. The
extent of the stylus accuracy advantage compared to the finger depends on screen location and mobility. We also discuss
patterns related to mobility and gliding of the stylus on the screen. We conclude with implications for target sizes and offset
model applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Computational methods and tools have gained importance and attention in HCI research on mobile touch
interfaces and interactions, for example for interface optimisation [49] and adaptation [11, 38, 61], layouting of
keyboards [21, 41, 50, 71] and homescreens [59], prediction of touch input [26, 43, 47] and occluded areas [63], as
well as detection of cognitive errors [44]. Common to this work are models which help to anticipate and recognise
what (future) user input might likely look like. In other words, these computational methods and models enable
touch devices to capture and utilise expectations. One such expectation concerns future touch targeting behaviour,
in particular errors (offsets) relative to the intended target. To reduce such offsets and improve touch accuracy,
the outlined computational toolbox emerging from recent HCI research proposed touch offset models [25, 66].
These models predict the user’s actually intended touch location from a given sensed touch location.
Related work [10, 14, 15, 65, 66] has examined the underlying 2D touch-to-target offset patterns on mobile
touchscreen devices for finger input, showing that finger touch accuracy can be significantly improved by
modelling a user’s individual targeting pattern with such offset models. Moreover, these models can be employed to
computationally inform GUI design, for example to estimate touch locations for GUI elements and layouts [12, 14],
and to infer context information such as hand (left vs right [15]) and finger (thumb vs index [10]).
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Overall, accurate targeting (and modelling it) is challenging since this behaviour is influenced by many factors,
such as occlusion [6, 62], grasp and reachability [7], finger orientation [29], perception and properties of the
implement [2, 30], and movement [22]. Based on related work [10, 25, 66], offset models present a promising
approach to capturing the resulting patterns and to improve accuracy.
However, 2D offset patterns have not been analysed for stylus input yet. Moreover, it is not clear if offset
models can improve stylus targeting accuracy. The use and investigation of styli on (mobile) devices has a long
history, including early tablets [40], PDAs [42, 53, 69], and more recent touchscreen devices [1, 2, 19, 33, 60].
Styli also enjoy commercial success (e.g. Samsung’s Galaxy Note series1 , Apple Pencil2 ). Since styli will thus
likely continue to be a part of future mobile touchscreen devices and since offset patterns are influenced by
many factors (e.g. hand posture and target type [14], mobility [45]), we argue that it is important to also evaluate
them for different input methods beyond finger touch. Related work supports this view: Tu et al. [60] recently
highlighted the importance of fundamental comparative evaluations of finger and stylus input, for example to
inform future design of user interfaces and recognition algorithms. Similarly, a detailed study on understanding
stylus accuracy concluded with a call for further exploration of “the diverse and complex nature of accuracy” [2].
Sharing these views, we argue that it is important to extend the computational toolbox for targeted input on
mobile touch devices to include offset models for styli as well.
To this end, we contribute: 1) the first study and analyses of 2D targeting offset patterns for stylus tapping; 2)
a detailed comparison of targeting behaviour and offset modelling between stylus and finger tapping for both
stationary and mobile use; and 3) a dataset of stylus tapping behaviour.

2

RELATED WORK

We relate our investigation to work on analysing, comparing, and modelling (mobile) stylus and finger input.

2.1

Finger Touch Behaviour and Spatial Models

Finger touch input on mobile devices suffers from several sources of inaccuracies, such as the finger’s softness and
its occlusion of targets [6, 62], limited thumb reach [7], varying pitch, roll, and yaw [29], body movement [22],
encumbrance [48], and the individual use of visual finger features [30]. These factors lead to varying touch
locations for a given target location.
For the specific case of mobile touch keyboards, this is often taken into account with probabilistic models of the
keys [24, 71]. More generally, the spatial distribution of touches around keys and other targets was modelled with
a single Gaussian [5, 64] or a combination of two Gaussians [8]. Further influences on mobile touch targeting
behaviour include hand posture [5, 14] and grip [43], as well as GUI target shape, location, and size [14, 37], the
target’s proximity to screen edges [4], and also environmental temperature [55].
Another view focusses on offsets between intended target and actual touch locations. Related work modelled
these offsets based on touch targeting data to predict and correct future touches for more accurate touch
interaction. Henze et al. [25] derived polynomial touch offset functions from large datasets in-the-wild. Weir
et al. [66] highlighted the user-specific and non-linear aspects of the underlying targeting behaviour patterns,
proposing non-linear models. They further investigated techniques to reduce the training set size [65]. Userspecificity of offset patterns was also explored for its biometric value [14], and compared to device-specific
influences [15]. Moreover, Musić et al. [45, 46] examined influences of walking. Finally, offset models were
employed to infer hand postures [10, 15], to analyse influences of hand size [10], and to examine and predict
touch behaviour on mobile websites [12]. In this paper, we adopt these offset models to analyse stylus input.
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samsung_Galaxy_Note_series
2 https://www.apple.com/de/apple-pencil/
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Further patterns related to finger touch were studied as well, for example regarding device tilt and task
completion time [17]. These patterns were examined in a grid across the screen. The same work also used
differential patterns (i.e. patterns of differences between conditions) to compare input techniques. We also analyse
differential patterns to compare stylus and finger input. In contrast to the related work, we employ regression
models to avoid binning data into a fixed grid.
In summary, offset models and underlying spatial targeting patterns remain unexplored for stylus input. We
thus apply and evaluate offset models to analyse stylus targeting patterns and to improve stylus accuracy.

2.2

Stylus Input Behaviour and Spatial Models

The use of a stylus with interactive surfaces has a long history, from the light pen’s use in Sutherland’s seminal
work on Sketchpad [58] and early handwriting recognition systems [20] to today’s smartphones and tablets.
Here, we focus on sources of inaccuracy for stylus input. This is a known problem of practical importance, that
keeps users from adopting styli for very precise input tasks [2], along with other issues such as unintended touch
and device latency [1, 16, 48]. Stylus inaccuracy also resulted in the first explorations of combining targeting
models and language models for mobile text entry [23], a line of research leading to the foundations of gesture
typing [35, 36], and continuing to this day for modern touchscreen keyboards [50, 71].
Factors influencing accuracy include the presence of visual feedback and the size of the stylus tip (nib) [2].
Recommendations for stylus length and width were derived as well [52], also for different age groups [53]. In
our study, we thus also examine targeting patterns for different stylus variations: a thin stylus with and without
hover cursor, and a “thick” stylus. By analysing the (user-specific) spatial structure of stylus targeting behaviour
across the screen for the first time, we follow the related work’s call for detailed exploration of accuracy with
more attention to the user [2].
A main topic of existing models of stylus input is palm rejection [3, 56] – discriminating unintended palm
touches from intended input. This is an important practical problem that can result in ergonomic issues [16].
Hinckley et al. [27] proposed another discriminative model to distinguish different ways of holding the stylus in
combined finger touch and stylus interaction on tablets. In contrast, Vogel et al. [63] proposed a model for hand
occlusion in direct stylus input on a tablet. They later employed this model to realise occlusion-aware touch
interfaces with stylus input [61].
With the exception of the latter, these models are discriminative: They improve stylus applications by distinguishing patterns, but they do not capture how users produce those. In contrast, other work probabilistically
modelled targeted stylus tap distributions [23], similar to later work on finger input [5, 8, 64]. In this paper, we
extend the toolbox of fundamental stylus models by investigating targeting patterns and offset models for stylus
input. These offset models are generative in the sense that they can “imagine” a distribution of likely intended
stylus input locations for a sensed location. Moreover, they can be applied inversely to simulate input for given
target locations, useful for computational analysis of GUIs [12, 14].

2.3

Combinations and Comparisons of Finger and Stylus Input

Brandl et al. [9] and Hinckley et al. [27, 28] proposed interaction techniques that combine finger and stylus input
on a touchscreen, following earlier work that included such combinations [67, 70].
However, most related work compared these and other input methods: Early work by Mack and Lang [39]
compared mouse, stylus and finger touch on a PC and found the finger to be slightly slower than the stylus.
They also pointed out accuracy problems for the finger. MacKenzie et al. [40] found that the stylus outperformed
mouse and trackballs during pointing. A similar study by Kabbash et al. [34] also took into account differences
between dominant and non-dominant hand.
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Several studies show that the stylus is more accurate than the finger: Lee and Zhai [37] evaluated finger and
stylus tapping with on-screen buttons on mobile devices. Their results are in favour of the stylus for both error
rate and speed. Holzinger et al. [32] compared finger and stylus performance in selection tasks on tablet PCs
used by staff in a hospital in sitting, standing, and walking contexts. The stylus was significantly faster and more
accurate than the index finger. Cockburn et al. [19] compared target acquisition performance of mouse, stylus
and finger for tapping and (radial) dragging on a tablet PC. The finger was overall fast but inaccurate.
Beyond speed and accuracy there is still little work on the differences and similarities between stylus and
finger. Recent related work [60] also made this observation and noted that this leads to the transfer of interfaces
and interactions from stylus to finger input without further investigation (e.g. gesture keyboards [72]).
Our results confirm that the stylus is more accurate than the index finger. However, in contrast to all previous
work we compare spatial targeting behaviour not as averages but as detailed 2D patterns across the screen. In
this way, we paint a more refined picture, as motivated above. This includes pattern analyses of horizontal and
vertical offsets, user-specific targeting, offset shifts while walking, and gliding (tap down to up distances). In
summary, our results reveal interesting spatial structure behind the previously observed average differences.
Tu et al. [60] compared finger and stylus stroke gestures on mobile devices, both while sitting and walking.
They found that stylus and finger strokes differ in several features, like gesture size ratio, yet are similar in others.
Most interestingly for our investigation, they found that the stylus had better accuracy than the index finger while
sitting, but comparable performance while walking. We study tapping, not strokes, and also found that walking
reduces accuracy differences between stylus and index finger. We reveal that while walking the right index finger
“catches up” with stylus accuracy in particular along the lower right edge of the screen, demonstrating additional
insights gained through detailed analyses of spatial patterns.

3 USER STUDY
3.1 Background: Modelling Spatial Targeting Patterns
We give a short introduction to touch offset modelling. In the following, we use the term “touch” both for
finger touch as well as a tap with a stylus. Formally, an offset model is a function f (t) which maps a touch
location t = (t x , ty ) to an offset o = (o x , oy ). Adding this offset to the touch yields a corrected touch location
t ′ = (t x + o x , ty + oy ). This function can take on different shapes and is learned from data via regression. Related
work proposed both linear models (polynomials [25], quadratic basis functions [10, 15]) and non-linear models
(Gaussian Processes [10, 14, 66], Relevance Vector Machines [14, 65]). Some models predict not only one offset
for each touch location, but rather a whole distribution, to account for uncertainty [10, 14, 15, 66]. In this paper,
we mainly use Gaussian Process models [10, 14, 66], since they are flexible and do not assume a particular class
of functions in advance, in contrast to linear regression models. We refer the reader to this related work for more
details on these models and their implementation.

3.2

Study Design

We use a within-subject design with two independent variables. The first one is input method with the four
levels hover (thin stylus with hover cursor), thin (the same stylus without a hover cursor), thick (a thicker stylus),
and finger (the right index finger). The second independent variable is mobility with the two levels sitting and
walking. These conditions were motivated by related work, which found differences between such styli [2], and
also influences of mobility on offset patterns [45]. Hence, to provide a comprehensive picture, we decided to
include mobility in our investigation of stylus offset patterns as well.
For each combination of these variables, we collected touches for targets shown at 300 different screen locations
on a grid. For our analyses, we recorded the following information per touch: timestamp touch down/up, touch
down/up locations (x, y), and target location (x, y).
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Fig. 1. The two styli used in the study.

3.3

Participants

We recruited 28 participants (11 female, mean age 25 years, range 18-38 years) via our university’s mailing list
and social media. All but one participant were right handed. Participants received a 15 A
C gift card for an online
shop. Most people had little prior experience with using a stylus on a mobile device.

3.4

Apparatus

We used a Samsung Galaxy Note 4 smartphone, running a custom Android app that displayed an empty white
screen with a single cross-hair as a target. Tapping triggered the display of the next target, as explained in
the procedure below. The app also displayed the current target count next to the required number of target
acquisitions. After completing this number of targets, the app displayed instructions for the next task (e.g. whether
to use the finger or stylus).
We used two styli (Figure 1): The Samsung S-Pen (top) is included in the Samsung Galaxy Note 4 and has a
plastic nib with a diameter of 1.2 mm. The other one was a thicker “Powery” stylus (bottom) with a rubber nib
and a diameter of 4.5 mm. For the Samsung S-Pen, the Samsung Galaxy Note 4 can display a hover cursor. This
is a small grey circle that indicates the stylus location (x, y) when the stylus nib is hovering closely above the
screen. Related work showed that a hover cursor improves stylus input accuracy [2]. However, this hover cursor
system cannot take into account parallax effects based on the relative location of head, stylus and screen.

3.5

Procedure

The study took place in a quiet room and hallway in a university building in two sessions per participant. Each
session lasted for about 30 to 45 minutes. We first explained the study and its tasks. Participants then signed a
consent form, followed by the main part of the study, explained below.
Tasks: Each participant completed the same eight targeting tasks per session – sitting and walking with all
four input methods. The order of tasks was counterbalanced with a Latin Square as far as possible (N = 28 but
8 × 8 square, i.e. last iteration of the square not complete).
Targeting: In each task, participants had to hit 300 cross-hair targets, shown one at a time by our app. These
targets were shown in random order, taken from a grid to ensure that targeting was observed for the whole
screen. Each touch triggered the display of the next target. Participants received no feedback on “hits” or other
targeting performance measures.
Mobility: Participants sat on a chair for the four tasks in the sitting condition. In the four walking tasks, they
were instructed to walk up and down a straight corridor of about 30 m length without any obstacles at their
normal pace. Some people sometimes slowed down considerably or stopped walking at all. In these cases, the
instructor reminded them to again walk at their normal pace.
Questionnaire: After completing the eight tasks, the first session concluded with a questionnaire on demographics and perception of the tasks. Participants returned for a second session after five days to two weeks
(most returned after a week, but we arranged alternative dates for people who were busy exactly a week later). In
the second sessions, they again completed the eight targeting tasks described above.
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3.6

Limitations

Our study has a few limitations: The two styli differ slightly in shape and size, and in particular in both nib
diameter as well as nib material. Hence, differences between the two cannot be directly associated with just one
factor. Most people in our sample were novice stylus users. Moreover, we used one phone model and examined
an abstract targeting task with cross-hairs, not realistic GUI elements. Similarly, we studied a walking task on
a predefined course. Mobility in real life is likely more dynamic than our setting. On the other hand, the lab
study allowed us to control such external influences to measure fundamental targeting behaviour. Similar to
finger touch [25], future work could also study stylus targeting patterns beyond the lab over a longer time period.
Furthermore, our study sample has a limited age range. It will be interesting to compare these results, for example,
to those obtained for elderly people. Moreover, with one exception, our sample is limited to right handed people.
We thus do not investigate the influence of the dominant hand on offset patterns.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Preprocessing
We normalised all touch and target locations to the zero to one range, as in related work [10, 14, 15, 66]. Sometimes,
participants hit the screen by accident, for example tapping two times in a row. This creates outlier touches
that are far away from the displayed target. To not distort the patterns, we remove these outliers as in related
work [10, 14]: Outliers are touches which are further away from the corresponding target than that task’s mean
offset length plus three standard deviations. We removed 2713 touches as outliers in this way (2.02 % of the data).

4.2

Analysis Overview

To unclutter the following report, we state general measuring, modelling, and testing procedures here once: To
test for significance, we conduct repeated measures ANOVAs, using Greenhouse-Geisser correction for violations
of sphericity, and Bonferroni correction to account for multiple tests. Significance is reported at p < 0.05.
In the following, we measure accuracy as root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the touch-to-target distances (i.e.
offset vector lengths). Hence, a lower RMSE indicates higher accuracy.
All models are trained per user (i.e. on data from one user – “user-specific”), following related work [10, 14,
15, 66]. We train Gaussian Process (GP) models. GPs require us to specify a small set of hyperparameters. We
informed the value for the γ hyperparameter (see [10]) with a grid search using data from one randomly chosen
user, resulting in γ = 0.4. This approach was also used in related work [66]; it avoids “peaking into the testing
data”, apart from that one user. For the other hyperparameters, we use the values from related work [10, 14].
Finally, we exclude the left-handed participant for all pattern analyses, since left-handed patterns are clearly
different from right-handed ones [10, 15].

4.3

Targeting Accuracy and Absolute Improvements

As a first analysis of touch accuracy and improvements with touch offset models, we compared absolute RMSEs
on raw touches to RMSEs on corrected touches (factor model in the following analyses). The models used for
correction were trained per user on data from one task in session one and tested on data from the same user and
task in session two.
Table 1 (left) shows the descriptive statistics. Figure 2 visualises these results. Comparing RMSEs, we found
significant effects of mobility (F (1, 27) = 73.222, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.731), input method (F (2.012, 54.325) = 84.674,
p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.758) and model (F (1, 27) = 74.739, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.735). All interactions were also significant:
mobility × input method (F (2.411, 65.099) = 4.548, p < 0.009, η 2 = 0.144), mobility × model (F (1, 27) = 13.594,
p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.335), input method × model (F (1.683, 45.431) = 36.134, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.572), and mobility ×
input method × model (F (2.104, 56.803) = 13.088, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.326).
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Targeting accuracy (RMSE), sitting
input method model
M
SD
finger
hover
thin
thick

raw
GP
raw
GP
raw
GP
raw
GP

0.035
0.029
0.021
0.020
0.022
0.020
0.025
0.024

Targeting accuracy (RMSE), walking
input method model
M
SD

0.009
0.009
0.012
0.012
0.010
0.009
0.011
0.011

raw
GP
raw
GP
raw
GP
raw
GP

finger
hover
thin
thick

0.040
0.037
0.031
0.030
0.032
0.030
0.032
0.031

0.007
0.007
0.013
0.012
0.012
0.011
0.010
0.010
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Accuracy improvement (% RMSE)
mobility input method
M
SD
sitting

finger
hover
thin
thick

17.070
9.262
8.585
4.747

9.859
6.843
8.536
7.090

walking

finger
hover
thin
thick

7.517
5.906
5.331
3.496

5.435
4.958
4.395
5.228

Table 1. Left and centre: Descriptive statistics for targeting accuracy (RMSE), both for raw touches and touches corrected
with GP offset models. Right: Descriptive statistics for relative improvements (% improvement with models in RMSE).
sitting

walking

hover

thin

with GP model

RMSE

0.04
0.02
0.00

thick

finger

Fig. 2. Touch targeting accuracy for the different study tasks. The figure shows root-mean-squared-errors (RMSEs) of
touch-to-target distances per task in the second session. Lower values indicate higher accuracy. We show RMSEs both for the
raw touch locations as well as touch locations corrected with a user- and task-specific Gaussian Process (GP) offset model,
trained on the corresponding data from the first session, collected a week earlier.

To break down these interactions, contrasts were performed comparing walking to sitting, the model’s corrected
touches to the raw ones, and all styli to the finger. This revealed significant interactions when comparing
walking to sitting both for hover compared to finger (F (1, 27) = 6.829, η 2 = 0.202) and thin compared to finger
(F (1, 27) = 5.134, η 2 = 0.160). The corresponding interaction graphs showed that the negative influence of
walking on accuracy is thus significantly stronger for the thin stylus compared to the finger, but not for the thick
stylus.
Moreover, the analyses showed significant interactions when comparing RMSE with the model’s corrected
touches to the raw touches for all styli compared to the finger (hover: F (1, 27) = 35.876, η 2 = 0.571; thin:
F (1, 27) = 37.094, η 2 = 0.579; thick: F (1, 27) = 54.901, η 2 = 0.670). The interaction plots showed that the accuracy
improvement achieved with the model is thus significantly stronger for the finger than for the styli (compare
descrease in RMSE between raw and GP between finger and styli in Table 1 left/centre).
The analyses also revealed significant interactions when comparing walking to sitting for the model’s corrected
touches compared to the raw touches (F (1, 27) = 13.594, η 2 = 0.335). The negative influence of walking on
accuracy is significantly stronger for the model compared to the raw touches. However, looking at the values
in detail shows that this is only the case for the finger (RMSE +0.008 vs +0.005 – compare increase in RMSE
between sitting and walking for raw vs GP in Table 1 left/centre). This also reflects in the significant three-way
interactions when comparing walking to sitting, for the model’s corrected touches compared to the raw touches,
for the styli compared to the finger (hover: F (1, 27) = 19.124, η 2 = 0.415; thin: F (1, 27) = 14.110, η 2 = 0.343; thick:
F (1, 27) = 22.678, η 2 = 0.456).
In summary, styli are significantly more accurate than the finger. The thin stylus with hover is the most
accurate stylus, followed by thin and thick stylus without cursor. The results also show for all tasks that offset
models trained for one user and task significantly reduce RMSE for that user and task. We repeated this analysis
with linear offset models [10, 15] and found only negligible differences. To avoid redundancy, the following
analyses thus continue to report only on the GP models.
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sitting

finger
hover
thin
thick

finger
17.07
6.71
8.82
8.32

testing task (2nd session)
sitting
walking
hover
thin
thick
finger hover
thin
-29.25 -20.42 -19.10
5.93
-10.93 -9.94
9.26
7.30
1.31
3.58
4.65
4.10
7.19
8.59
1.31
4.64
4.14
4.11
1.16
3.84
4.75
4.46
2.51
2.40

walking
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training task (1st session)
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finger
hover
thin
thick

13.30
5.45
7.50
5.03

-22.75
3.19
1.60
-5.65

-14.42
5.66
5.88
-0.46

-14.08
-1.38
-0.69
1.95

7.52
3.86
4.90
3.88

-6.67
5.91
4.85
0.08

-5.51
5.89
5.33
0.28

thick
-8.80
0.86
0.39
2.73
-4.59
0.84
0.95
3.50

Table 2. Relative accuracy improvements in percent, achieved with GP offset models trained and tested across tasks.

4.4

Relative Accuracy Improvements

We also analysed relative improvements, computed as 100(RMSEr aw − RMSEmodel)/RMSEr aw . Hence, “perfect”
improvement of 100 % would mean that the model corrected all touches to be exactly at their intended target
locations. We evaluated these improvements by training models on data from session one and testing on the
same task in session two (as in the previous section).
Table 1 (right) shows the descriptive statistics. In summary, the mean improvement for all finger conditions
was 12.29 %, and the mean improvement for all stylus conditions was 6.22 %. These improvements are in line with
related work for the finger [10, 14, 25, 66]. We found significant effects of mobility (F (1, 27) = 28.442, p < 0.001,
η 2 = 0.513) and input method (F (2.417, 65.260) = 18.545, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.407) on improvements. The interaction
effect was significant as well (F (2.783, 75.142) = 9.304, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.256).
Contrasts revealed significant differences between all styli and the finger (hover: F (1, 27) = 13.827, η 2 = 0.339;
thin: F (1, 27) = 17.515, η 2 = 0.393; thick: F (1, 27) = 39.326, η 2 = 0.593). Looking at the values (Table 1 right)
shows that the relative improvement is thus significantly higher for the finger than the styli. Contrasts also
showed significant interactions when comparing walking to sitting for all styli compared to the finger (hover:
F (1, 27) = 35.876, η 2 = 0.571; thin: F (1, 27) = 37.094, η 2 = 0.579; thick: F (1, 27) = 54.901, η 2 = 0.670). The
interaction graph showed that the negative influence of walking on accuracy improvements is significantly
stronger for the finger compared to the styli. In summary, while the finger significantly benefits relatively more
from offset model corrections, the styli retain a significantly larger proportion of their models’ improvements
when users start walking compared to sitting. Overall, offset models relatively reduce RMSEs significantly more
for sitting than walking, and more so for finger input than for the thin stylus with hover cursor, followed by thin
and thick stylus without cursor.

4.5

Relative Accuracy Improvements Across Tasks

For cross-task analysis, we evaluate improvements by training models on data from one task in session one and
testing them on another task in session two. Table 2 summarises the results, with within-task improvements
along the diagonal. These results show that the finger benefits from any model, even one trained on stylus data in
a different mobility context. On the other hand, the finger model can only improve finger input, also in a different
mobility context, but not stylus input. Moreover, models trained on sitting data applied to walking input are
overall more robust than vice versa: Sitting finger models decrease accuracy less when applied to walking styli
than walking finger models applied to sitting styli. Moreover, stylus models trained on sitting data do not decrease
accuracy for walking (positive values in top right quadrant). In contrast, stylus models trained on walking data
decrease accuracy for sitting in several cases (negative values in bottom left quadrant). These results are useful to
inform enrolment practices (see discussion).
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Fig. 3. Touch targeting offset patterns per study task, obtained by averaging the predictions of user- and task-specific models
across participants: (a) Horizontal (x) offsets, from “touched too far to the left relative to the target” (positive values, teal
colour, full lines) to “touched too far to the right” (negative values, brown, dotted lines). (b) Vertical (y) offsets, from “touched
above the target” (positive values, teal, full lines) to “touched below the target” (negative values, brown, dotted).

4.6

Offset Patterns

Figure 3 shows the mean patterns per task. These patterns were created by computing offsets for a grid of screen
locations with all user-specific models, then averaging across users per location. In general, the pattern for the
index finger is considerably different from the three stylus variations.
4.6.1 Horizontal Offsets. Looking at the horizontal patterns in Figure 3(a), we notice that the index finger
pattern shows a clear tendency to touch too far to the right, relative to the targets. This is likely the result of the
targeting angle and reaching movement with the right index finger, matching similar results in related work [10].
Moreover, related work suggests that the relative location of head, device, and finger influences targeting [30].
In contrast, the thin stylus patterns (with and without hover cursor) show a diagonal structure: At its extremes,
users tend to hit too far to the right near the top left corner of the screen, and too far to the left near the bottom
right corner. This suggests that users tend to avoid getting close to the screen corners with the stylus (cf. [4]).
Finally, the pattern for the thick stylus is relatively balanced, in between finger and thin stylus, with less
right-shift than the finger, but also less diagonal structure than the thin stylus. Overall, these observations hold
for both sitting and walking contexts.
4.6.2 Vertical Offsets. For all input methods, vertical patterns (i.e. y-offsets) show a common basic structure:
users tend to hit below targets near the top of the screen, and above targets near the bottom. Again, this indicates
that users try to avoid hitting the screen edges.
For the finger, and in particular while walking, vertical offsets are largest near the two left corners, whereas the
hover/thin stylus patterns show largest vertical offsets (i.e. darkest regions in Figure 3(b)) near the right corners.
Similar to horizontal offsets, we explain this difference between stylus and finger with the reaching angle and
movement required to bring the index finger tip down to the screen: Larger offsets near the left corners suggest
that people tend to minimise their reaching movements, which for right hand input get longer towards the left.
Azenkot and Zhai reported a similar observation [5].
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Fig. 4. Difference models comparing accuracy between stylus and index finger input. This figure plots difference in offset
vector lengths between task-specific models trained on stylus and finger data. Brown indicates areas in which the stylus is
more accurate, while the index finger is more accurate in teal screen regions. While styli are overall more accurate than the
index finger, this advantage is not consistent across the whole screen, especially while walking.

4.7

Stylus vs Finger Patterns

This section examines differences between styli and the index finger in more detail. We compare accuracy patterns
across the screen and evaluate how characteristic and consistent input method-specific targeting behaviour is.
4.7.1 Accuracy Differences. We modelled accuracy differences between finger and stylus across the screen:
For each stylus task and user, we computed the offset length predicted at each screen location and subtracted the
corresponding offset length for the finger. Figure 4 shows these difference models averaged over all users.
Overall, the stylus is more accurate than the finger, matching results from related work [19, 32, 37]. However,
our pattern analyses reveal that this difference depends on the tap location: The right index finger is almost as
accurate as the stylus very close to the right edge of the screen, and worse at other locations. We explain this
with a greater aversion to hit the device edge with a hard stylus compared to a soft finger, since recent related
work observed a reluctance towards touching the outside of the screen [4]. Along the left edge, though, this
is overshadowed by the finger’s lower accuracy (see previous section), resulting in the described left-to-right
pattern. Moreover, this right edge region in favour of the finger is more prominent during walking than sitting.
This is in line with results in recent related work on mobile touchscreen gesture drawing, where walking also
reduced the differences in accuracy between finger and stylus input [60]. For tapping, our results show that this
overall reduction of differences relates to certain screen regions.
4.7.2 Recognition and Consistency. Another way of analysing differences in offset patterns between stylus
and finger is by employing them for input method recognition: Intuitively, if patterns are different, they should
help to recognise from tap data whether a user taps with a stylus or a finger.
To this end, we evaluate each user’s offsets observed in the second session under the predictive distributions
from both a model trained on finger data and one trained on stylus data from that user’s first session. We
accumulate the resulting input method probabilities over time (i.e. over multiple taps). For more details on this
approach to classification with offset models and its implementation we refer the reader to related work [10, 14].
We observed accuracies of 80-90 % correct stylus-vs-finger predictions after about 60 touches for all three stylus
variations, both while sitting and walking (TNR about 85-93 %, FNR about 10-25 %). This result demonstrates that
offset patterns are characteristic regarding the input method (stylus vs finger), with consistent differences across
sessions a week apart.
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Fig. 5. Offset model applications across users. This boxplot shows the distributions of relative accuracy improvements obtained
by training and testing task-specific models on data from different users, for all pairs of users. “Negative improvement”
means that the model results in worse accuracy (red area). These results show that targeting behaviour is highly user-specific.

4.8

User-Specificity of Targeting Behaviour Patterns

Related work found that touch offset patterns are user-specific (see e.g. [66]). This can be explained by the
many influences on finger targeting that may vary from user to user, such as hand size [10], grasp and finger
orientation [29] and visual targeting strategy [30]. User-related factors were also identified as influences for
stylus accuracy [1, 2]. Hence, we expect that styli produce user-specific patterns as well, motivating this analysis.
To examine user-specificity, we evaluated applications of offset models across users: We trained models per
task on data from one user ui in session one and evaluated them on data from another user u j in session two. We
repeated this for all pairs of users (ui , u j ), excluding the left-handed user. For each task, this results in 27×26 = 702
RMSE improvement values. Figure 5 summarises these improvements as boxplots.
The figure shows that overall models did not improve a user’s accuracy when trained on a different user, as
evident by many “negative improvements” (i.e. the model’s corrections made accuracy worse). In particular, no
stylus input method could be reliably improved with cross-user models. In contrast, finger touch while sitting
was the only task for which cross-user models could improve accuracy for most users. In summary, these results
thus suggest that 2D targeting patterns and related offset corrections are even more user-specific for stylus input
than for finger touch.

4.9

Influence of Mobility on Targeting Patterns

To investigate the influence of mobility on offset patterns, we computed difference models comparing offsets
between sitting and walking contexts: For each input method and user, we computed the x/y offsets predicted
at each screen location while sitting and subtracted the corresponding x/y offsets for the walking condition,
respectively. Figure 6 visualises these difference models averaged over all users.
Overall, our results show that walking affects horizontal offsets for the thin stylus in a more complex way than
for the finger. We explain this as follows: The (relative) movements of the holding and interacting hand while
walking lead to the general change in offsets for both stylus and finger. However, compared to the finger and
thick stylus, the thin stylus glides further on the screen while walking, causing the differences in the offset shifts
between finger and thin stylus. We next present further analyses on gliding which support this explanation.
Glide is measured between touch down and up location. The mean glide distances for sitting were 0.004 for
finger, 0.010 for hover, 0.011 for thin, and 0.003 for thick. While walking, mean glide distances were higher:
0.007 for finger, 0.017 for hover, 0.018 for thin, and 0.006 for thick. Glide distance was significantly influenced
by mobility (F (1, 27) = 146.09, p < 0.001, η 2 = 0.844) and input method (F (1.281, 34.593) = 86.97, p < 0.001,
η 2 = 0.763). The interaction effect was also significant (F (1.887, 50.936) = 29.53, p < 0.01, η 2 = 0.522).
Contrasts revealed significant differences between the thin stylus and the finger (hover: F (1, 27) = 70.149, η 2 =
0.722; thin: F (1, 27) = 123.085). Looking at the values showed that the glide is thus significantly higher for the
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Fig. 6. Difference models comparing offsets between sitting and walking contexts, averaged over all participants. This figure
plots offset differences between task-specific models trained on sitting and walking data. Brown indicates areas in which x/y
offsets shifted to the left/top, respectively, when walking compared to sitting. Complementary, teal shows where walking
shifted x/y offsets towards the right/bottom.
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Fig. 7. Difference models comparing glides (i.e. distances between tap down and up) between sitting and walking, averaged
over all participants. This figure plots difference between task-specific glide models trained on sitting and walking data.
Brown indicates areas in which x/y glides shifted to the right/bottom, respectively, when walking compared to sitting. Teal
shows where walking shifted x/y glides towards the left/top. In particular, walking resulted in glides shifting towards the
screen edges for the thin stylus with and without hover cursor. Thick stylus and index finger were less affected.

thin stylus than the finger, but not for the thick stylus. Contrasts also showed significant interactions when
comparing walking to sitting for the thin styli compared to the finger (hover: F (1, 27) = 48.428, η 2 = 0.642; thin:
F (1, 27) = 58.203, η 2 = 683), but not for the thick stylus. In summary, the thick stylus and the finger form a “short
glide” group, and the increase in gliding due to walking is significantly stronger for the thin stylus.
Overall, the thin stylus thus glided the most, whereas the thick one and the finger had more “grip”. This
difference is explained by the different materials (plastic vs rubber, see Figure 1). These quantitative results fit to
the subjective reports of a lack of friction between a similar thin stylus and the screen in related work [1].
Figure 7 visualises the glide differences between sitting and walking. The strongest differences (darkest colours)
are observed for the thin stylus. They form something akin to a “watershed” along which walking shifts glides
either towards the left/top or the right/bottom. Location and shape of this border presumably are a result of the
relative movement of the device (and the supporting left hand) and the interacting right hand while walking.

4.10

Subjective Feedback

After completing the tasks, participants provided subjective feedback via a short questionnaire and free comments.
We summarise this feedback as follows: Overall, 64 % (18 people) chose the finger as their preferred input method,
followed by 21 % (6 people) for the thin stylus with hover cursor. In contrast, the thin stylus without cursor and
the thick stylus were each preferred by two people only. Most people used the finger more often than the stylus
in their everyday interactions and thus likely preferred their more familiar method here. In free comments, the
thin pen was criticised by some as too thin and lightweight to allow for a good grip. Other comments indicated
the well-known problem of accidentally hitting the screen with the hand when using styli.
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We also asked participants whether the hover cursor had helped them in the targeting tasks: 50 % (14 people)
rated it favourably (4 and 5 on 5-point Likert scale). In contrast, 35 % (10 people) did not find it helpful (ratings 1
and 2). Comments showed that some people found the cursor distracting or that they felt pressured to be more
precise when using it, since the cursor revealed inaccurate targeting.
Finally, regarding mobility, most people recognised and commented on the increased difficulty of targeting
while walking, compared to sitting. Some said that the hover cursor did not help them while walking and that
they thus found finger and thick pen more useful here.

5

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We summarise and discuss the key insights from our study and analyses.

5.1

Insights into Targeting Behaviour Patterns and Modelling

We expect these findings and lessons learned to be useful for applications of offset models and future evaluations
of both finger touch and stylus input:
Offset models improve stylus tapping accuracy both while sitting and walking: Our results show that offset
models previously known from finger touch can be adopted for stylus tapping as well. They significantly improve
stylus tapping accuracy by 4.74 % to 9.26 % when sitting, and by 3.50 % to 5.91 % while walking.
Stylus offset models also improve finger touch, but not vice versa: Offset models trained on data from stylus
tapping also improve accuracy for finger touch. In contrast, finger models do not improve stylus input.
One explanation is overall higher accuracy with styli: Since offsets are shorter for styli, the models learn to
predict shorter offsets, compared to models trained on finger data. In that sense, styli models are more conservative,
meaning they shift touches less far. This “carefulness” is beneficial for transferring models across tasks, where
they might not fit exactly (e.g. from stylus to finger input). In contrast, the finger models’ larger touch corrections
can shift touches too far when applied to stylus data. This is particularly the case in those regions where the finger
is a lot less accurate than the stylus (left screen border, likely due to people minimising reaching movements [5]).
Fingers benefit relatively more from offset corrections than styli: Offset models relatively improve accuracy
significantly more for finger input than for the thin stylus with hover cursor, followed by thin and thick stylus
without cursor. Note that the order is not simply defined by the baseline accuracy (e.g. the thick stylus is more
accurate than the finger, but benefits relatively less from the models’ corrections). This refines the result from
related work on finger touch that offset models show relatively larger improvement the less accurate the user is
to begin with [10, 15]: Our results show that improvement also depends on the implement (finger vs stylus) and
its properties (nib size, material).
Since offset models are trained on previous touches, they better predict offsets if behaviour stays consistent [14].
Hence, the larger improvements for finger than styli likely also result from less consistent patterns with styli than
the finger between the two study sessions. For example, users might have held the styli (slightly) differently in the
two sessions (for grip variations see e.g. [1, 57]). In contrast, there is no such additional “tool grip” variation for
finger input. This is supported by related work [14], which found that index finger patterns are less characteristic
and consistent than thumb targeting; index finger input uses a different kinematic chain (i.e. involving the whole
arm), in contrast to holding and operating the phone with one hand and its thumb. It thus seems plausible that
adding a stylus further affects consistency and in turn decreases accuracy benefits of offset modelling.
Input method has a stronger influence on targeting offset patterns than mobility: We found significant effects
on accuracy for both input method and mobility, as well as their interaction. The underlying 2D offset patterns
differed between finger and stylus, more so than between sitting and walking per method.
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We explain this as follows: While walking affects accuracy and gliding, so does using a stylus instead of the
finger. However, walking appears to shift offsets less systematically than changing the input method, which
affects several systematic influences on targeting (e.g. nib size / finger affects occlusion [2], and likely visual
target alignment, cf. [30]).
Stylus type has a stronger influence on targeting offset patterns than a hover cursor: Overall, 2D offset patterns
differed more between thin and thick stylus than between thin stylus with and without cursor. Related work [2]
concluded the opposite, yet they compared average accuracy, not 2D targeting patterns, and our studies are
different in that our styli differ in both nib size as well as material (plastic vs rubber). Future work could investigate
2D offset patterns for the different plastic nibs from the related work [2].
We explain our result as follows: While the hover cursor (slightly) increases accuracy (i.e. shortening offsets), it
does not change the overall offset pattern. In contrast, the impact of a different nib size and material may change
the patterns for several reasons (also known from finger input, see related work section), such as target occlusion,
different stylus grip, and visual alignment with the target.
Stylus targeting offset patterns are highly user-specific: Related work has shown that finger touch offsets are
user-specific [14, 66]. Based on our analyses with offset models applied across users, we conclude that stylus
targeting is highly user-specific as well. In our study, cross-user applications of offset models only worked
rather reliably for finger input. This indicates that stylus tapping is even more individual than targeting with
the index finger. As mentioned before, styli introduce a source of variability related to the way that users hold
them [1, 57]. This is likely to vary with user-specific factors such as hand size and experience [2], explaining
individual patterns.
A thin plastic stylus nib glides more and in a more complex pattern than finger and thick stylus: Overall, the thin
stylus with the plastic nib glided about 150 % more on the screen than finger and thick stylus with rubber nib.
Comparing the underlying 2D gliding patterns revealed that the thin stylus has a more complex bipolar “gliding
dynamic”, in particular while walking. Moreover, walking increases gliding with the thin stylus significantly
more than for the finger and thick stylus. These results shed light on subjective reports of a lack of stylus friction
in related work [1]. Overall, the gliding differences can be explained by the different friction of the nib materials
(and the finger’s skin).
The accuracy advantage of the stylus compared to the finger depends on screen location and mobility: We confirm
the general result from previous work (e.g. [19, 32, 37, 60]) that the stylus is more accurate than the index finger.
However, our analyses of 2D offset patterns reveal a more refined picture: the extent of this advantage depends on
the screen area. The right index finger “catches up” with stylus accuracy near the right screen edge, in particular
while walking. This supports and refines the results of Tu et al. [60], who observed that finger and stylus had
comparable performance while walking, but not while sitting.
Overall, our refined pattern of the stylus accuracy advantage is explained by several related observations: Users
minimise reaching movements [5], resulting in both larger horizontal offsets on the left side and larger vertical
offsets near the left screen corners. Fittingly, one participant commented that these targets required moving his
arm more. The stylus can help with extra reach. In addition, offset directions indicate that people tend to avoid
hitting the device borders (cf. [4]), possibly more so for the hard stylus than the soft finger. This is particularly
the case while on the move, as evident from the comparison of patterns between sitting and walking: Presumably,
people account for walking when trying to avoid the device borders. This explanation seems plausible considering
the finding from related work that people consider their gait cycle when typing [46].
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Comparison to Other Approaches

Besides offset models, there exist other approaches to help with targeting. For example, Vogel and Baudisch
proposed the Shift [62] technique. It shows a callout with a copy of the occluded area when touching small
targets. An earlier related concept is the Offset Cursor [51], which places a cursor at a fixed offset above the finger.
Roudaut et al. [54] proposed further ideas: TapTap uses one tap to magnify an area of interest and a second one
for selection. MagStick uses dragging to bring up a “stick” that extends thumb reach and snaps to targets.
One main advantage of offset models is that they are interface-agnostic, meaning that they only need the touch
location and no further information about the GUI. However, related work showed that offsets are influenced by
the target shape and size [14], so depending on the application some target-related information might still be
beneficial. Moreover, offsets are user-specific, thus training per user is recommendable.
More generally, dedicated interaction techniques offer more control for the user. In contrast, if a touch is
corrected by an offset model the user cannot further influence this. A comparison of performance and perceived
control between offset models and such techniques in different targeting tasks presents an interesting direction
for future work. Furthermore, combinations of offset predictions with targeting concepts could also be explored.
For example, one drawback of the Offset Cursor is its fixed offset. If placed above the finger, it is difficult to hit
targets near the bottom of the screen. Using a dynamic offset informed by an offset model might help here.

5.3

Implications for Design and Applications

Implications for GUI target placement: Related work found that the target’s proximity to screen edges [4] can
negatively impact on finger touch targeting performance. Our analyses of targeting patterns support this finding
– largest offsets occurred near screen edges and corners. Based on our patterns and the related work we thus
recommend to ensure a gap between screen edges and GUI elements.
Implications for GUI target size and adaptation: Figure 8 shows recommended diameters of buttons in millimetres
for both finger and stylus input, averaged across all participants and both sitting and walking contexts. These
sizes were derived from our data and (inverse) offset models by assuming that users target the centres of circular
buttons, sized such that the mean offset plus three standard deviations would still be a hit.
Importantly, these patterns connect varying results and recommendations from previous research and industry:
For example, several studies on finger touch input recommended sizes of 20 mm and found no further benefits
beyond that (see [18]). Similarly, our finger pattern plateaus at 20 mm and reveals that this is only relevant in a
very limited screen region. Fittingly, Lee and Zhai [37] found sizes of 10 mm acceptable for stylus input on a
smartphone’s lower half of the screen (i.e. keyboard area); the finger resulted in more errors there. Their device
had a comparable physical size to ours. In line with this, our patterns 1) recommend smaller target sizes, even
below 10 mm, in similar regions (bottom half / bottom right quadrant); and 2) they also capture that the stylus can
deal with smaller targets there. The minimum target size for finger touch suggested by Holz and Baudisch [30]
(4.3 mm) also falls into the value range of the finger’s most accurate region in our pattern. Moreover, Google’s
Android design guidelines3 recommend button sizes of 7 mm to 10 mm. According to our patterns, this is more
than large enough for the stylus across the whole screen, and large enough for the right index finger in most
areas apart from the top left corner.
Regarding applications, related work highlighted the need for fundamental comparisons of stylus and finger to
support adaptations of UIs and interaction techniques from one to the other [60]. In this view, designers could
use our derived patterns to help inform decisions on whether and how to relocate and resize GUI elements to
adapt their interface from finger to stylus input or vice versa; or to accommodate both.
3 https://material.io/guidelines/layout/metrics-keylines.html#metrics-keylines-touch-target-size
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Fig. 8. Guidelines for GUI target size. Colour shows the recommended (minimum) diameter of circular buttons in millimetres
(values: read upper end per colour). The patterns are based on data across all participants and both sitting and walking.

A disclaimer is necessary: We highlight that these patterns were derived from limited data from a single device
model and should thus not be misunderstood as a final global design rule. Nevertheless, they clearly indicate that
spatial structure is relevant when examining input accuracy on handheld touch devices and may help explain
and bring together some of the varying results from the literature, as outlined above.
Finally, our patterns also reveal that the most accurate areas – affording very small buttons – are biased towards
the right for right-handed input. In contrast to one-handed thumb use [7], reachability is not an issue with index
finger and stylus; this right-shift is thus rather explained by the observation that users try to minimise finger
travel distance, as pointed out by Azenkot and Zhai [5]. Hence, our pattern analyses clearly support the idea of
hand posture-adaptive GUI widgets, not just for one-handed (thumb) use [11], but also for index fingers and styli.
Implications for enrolment practices: A mobile device using both finger and stylus input might initially ask
users to tap on some targets to train a user-specific offset model [65]. We show: To keep this enrolment task
short, it can ask for stylus input only, since stylus models also improve finger input. In contrast, it should not ask
for finger input only, since finger models do not improve stylus accuracy. Moreover, it is possible to conduct
an enrolment task only while sitting, as models trained on sitting data improve accuracy while walking as well.
Since improved accuracy indicates that models fit the user’s individual behaviour well, these findings might also
help to inform enrolments for biometric user authentication/identification with offset models (see [14]).
Implications for touch biometric systems: Research on adaptive mobile touch UIs [22, 71] as well as touch
biometrics [13] addressed challenges caused by hand posture-specific variations in touch behaviour (e.g. typing
with thumb vs index finger). Similarly, recent related work [14] on touch targeting biometrics concluded that
systems should assess hand postures and GUI layouts. Extending this view, mixed finger and stylus input should be
considered as well, since their targeting patterns are clearly different, as revealed in our analyses here. Following
ideas from the literature, this could be done by integrating over both finger and stylus patterns in a probabilistic
model [13]; or with a hierarchical “backoff” model that in addition to thumb(s) and index finger(s) also includes a
sub-model for stylus input [14, 71]. Such sub-models could use the offset models discussed here, since our results
show that they capture targeting behaviour specific to both user and input method.
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CONCLUSION

Computational methods and models enable touch devices to capture and utilise expectations about user behaviour,
useful to analyse and improve interfaces and interactions. One such expectation concerns touch targeting errors
(offsets) relative to the intended target. Recent HCI research [10, 14, 15, 65, 66] proposed touch offset models
which predict the user’s actually intended touch location from a given sensed touch location. Besides their use in
analysing behaviour patterns, these models can significantly improve finger touch accuracy.
However, touch offset patterns and models have not been analysed and evaluated for stylus input yet. To close
this gap, this paper reported on the first user study (N = 28) and analyses of 2D targeting offset patterns for
stylus tapping. We compared targeting behaviour on a smartphone between three stylus variations and the index
finger, both while sitting and walking. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to model 2D
gliding patterns, and to derive GUI target sizing patterns from offset models.
Our results reveal that offset models significantly improve stylus tapping accuracy, but less so than for finger
input. Evaluating patterns in detail we find that: 1) stylus targeting behaviour is highly user-specific; 2) input
method has a stronger influence on targeting patterns than mobility; 3) stylus width is more influential than the
hover cursor; 4) stylus models improve finger accuracy as well, but not vice versa; 4) a thin stylus with plastic nib
glides more and has more complex gliding patterns than the index finger and a thick stylus; and 5) the extent of
the well-known average accuracy advantage of the stylus compared to the finger varies for different screen areas,
in particular while walking.
Overall, we conclude that offset models are a useful computational tool for 1) researchers to analyse stylus
input and to compare targeting behaviour between stylus and finger; and for 2) practitioners to design GUIs with
spatial accuracy patterns in mind and to improve input accuracy.

7

FUTURE WORK

Future work could examine targeting patterns for further styli and devices, for example miniature styli on smart
watches [68]. Follow-up studies could also extend the set of participants, for example to elderly people or users
with motor impairments. Such user groups might display rather different offset patterns than the ones observed
here (see e.g. [18]). Other GUI elements could be examined as well, as finger touch offset patterns are influenced
by target shapes and sizes [14]. Moreover, offset models could be extended to make use of other sensors beyond
the touchscreen, such as inertial sensors attached to the stylus.
Beyond tapping, styli are often used in continuous tasks such as drawing or handwriting. The usefulness of
offset models here is not clear yet: These models might be applied to improve accuracy of the initial location.
There might also be some value in shifting the location continuously (e.g. to cancel effects on recognition related
to different tilting in different screen regions), yet this requires careful further investigation.
Targeting behaviour patterns could also be examined and compared between styli and finger for the full
capacitive sensor data, not just the touch location derived by the system (see e.g. [31]).

8

PROJECT RESOURCES

Data and pattern plots as well as modelling scripts and tools are available at:
http://www.medien.ifi.lmu.de/stylus-patterns/
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